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Should Woodson Get Extension?: Hawk
Players Say Yes

 by tenaciousT on Dec 7, 2009 1:17 PM EST in Articles  29 comments

The Atlanta Hawks continue to be one the league's more interesting stories.

Consider it this way.

On your watch, your team has increased its success 361% over 5 years. That means you’ve navigated your

team to an average annual gain of 38% per year.

If you were a corporate executive, they would be tripling your bonus, increasing your stock options,

increasing your expense account, and naming a sandwich in the executive cafeteria in your honor. You’d

have a lifetime free reserved parking space right up front in the company parking lot. 

Atlanta head coach Mike Woodson has done just that and he doesn’t even know if he will have a job next

season. 

Add to that….the high flying Hawks are still trying to make believers out of skeptics.

But the Predatory Birds don’t give a hoot what everyone else thinks. 

Joe Johnson on whether people think they are an elite team….

….we could care less what the media or anybody says about us. We believe in ourselves and that’s all

we got right now is us. So everybody kind of looks out for the past previous years. And we made the

playoffs. We did the unthinkable.

Now? We’re still flying under the radar. Which I really don’t think anybody cares on this team, ‘cause it

only matters when you get out on the floor and playing between those lines. You know, on paper, it

doesn’t matter so….

We’re just going to stay focused, stay as a unit, stay as a team, and we’ll come through.

And Mike Woodson won’t let his own unresolved situation distract his club from focusing on basketball.

Woodson…

Hey I…I don’t really discuss my contract. You know I mean, I don’t really want to get into it because it’s

what it is…and you know…as a coach you just try to do the best you can do each and every day. You

come to work and that is what I’m going to continue to do as long as I’m the head coach of this team.

But have they given you any goals you need to meet for this team?
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No

Has there been any talks at all during the season?

No. Not at all. And like I said, it’s what it is. And I’m going to continue to do my job as long as I’m the

head coach here. And hopefully some positive things will come behind that.

And you know, at the end of the day, if everything takes care of itself, I’ll be rewarded with a contract.

That is kind of how I look at it.

But ask the Hawk players and they, at least the five players I spoke to, agree that Woodson should get

another extension. They are in unified agreement that Woodson is a big part of why they where they are.

Some say it should have happened already.

 

Marvin Williams…

Absolutely. He’s been a great coach for us young guys. I mean …if he’s not here….who knows what

position we’d be in.

Will everyone say that?

Absolutely. I think you’re gonna get that answer from anybody around the room. We have a lot of faith

in coach Woodson. You know, he really brought us along the way. We were 19 year old kids. We’re

24-25 now. We’re definitely playing some pretty good basketball. So, he’s a big credit to that.

Mike Bibby…

Yes. He should have got one a while ago.

Even Josh Smith, who has had his differences with Woodson over the years…

Yeah….I mean, he’s proven himself. And…he’s a good coach. He’s a good coach. He’s a players’

coach. You know, he works hard just like we work hard. And anybody who’s bettered their record every

year that he’s been a coach deserves a contract.

Joe Johnson, who is opting for free agency, and is unsure about where he will want to play next season, was

asked if signing Woodson might affect his decision...

Uhhhhhm….maybe. You know, I don’t really know….honestly, at this point, what’s in store.

He discusses whether all the uncertainty for each of them is a distraction in this year, even as they raise

their goals…

Not at all, man. I’ve been in this situation before. You know, I’ve played through contract situations, so

it’s nothing new to me. I just have to stay focused and play my game. But I know that there’s no added

pressure on Mike Woodson. 

Me and him talk a lot. So…we’re just two guys, man, we’re playing this thing out. And we’re just looking

forward to getting wins and making this team a better team as much as possible.

Even newly acquired veteran Joe Smith had some surprisingly good things to say about Mike Woodson

and endorsed a new contract…

I’ve enjoyed playing under Coach Woodson since I’ve been here and he puts us in good situations to

go out there and be successful as individuals and as a group. So, if they can get something done, I’m

all for it.

Joe went on to reveal a hitherto unrevealed dimension of the Hawks head coach and agreed that that the
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feeling for re-upping Woodson was pretty much universal in the locker room…

Oh yeah. Yeah. I think so. Everybody likes and enjoys playing for him….He makes the game a lot of

fun, even in practice. Pre game, before we take the floor, he kind of relaxes us a little bit.

Can you give an example of that?

Umm. He just jokes around with us a lot. I mean, you know, he kind of notices when we’re tense…and

when things are tight in the locker room. So he kind of jokes or says a few jokes or will do something to

certain individuals, or say something to certain individuals, where… it could lighten the mood a little bit.

 But you can’t share any of those?

Naw….(laughing)

Go figure. Exuding an innate dignity, always respectful, Woody is going all Chris Rock on you, when he

wants to. Who knew?

 

But Joe Smith’s been around long enough to see the harsh business side of this league to know nothing is

certain and business decisions are different that basketball decisions sometimes….

When I look at it, this thing is….more of a business than anything. And it kind of takes the sport out of

it a little bit….because you’re thinking so much with a business mind. Hopefully they’ll get something

done. Because, like you said, there’s not too many coaches that have taken a team from when they

first got here, 13-14 wins, to now, last year 47 wins. Now try to take it up another level.

And that is Woodson's challenge....taking it up yet another level. It just gets harder the closer you get to the

top of the mountain. Can this Hawk team become an elite team and a true title contender?

Mike Bibby returned to this team with a big pay cut. A favorite player to boo in Boston, it is clear Bibby is a

key player on the Hawks roster, bringing mental toughness, and is a team leader. It is also clear Mike

Woodson is a big reason Bibby returned and explains why…

I love him and I’ve had a lot of coaches in my time. For some coaches I say I like, and got along with,

and some coaches I didn’t. You know, I mean I love Coach Woodson. He’s relaxed. He has fun. I think

that’s what you got to do. 

I love coming to work here and…I can talk to him. I can give him my input on the team and stuff like that

and not a lot of coaches let you do that.

I don’t think, right now, I could be in a better situation and actually that’s another reason why I came

here, came back here.

Just how… being comfortable with the coaching staff and my teammates.

How do you rate him with all the other coaches you played for?

Definitely one of the top. I’ve had a couple…I’ve had Lionel Hollins, umm….Rick Adelman and

Coach Woodson’s right up there with those two, too.

Adelman? That’s rich company.

I mean… you get a lot of different type of attitudes and personalities with coaches. You know, some

coaches are "this is my way" and ‘this is how we’re going to do it’ and you have coaches like Woodson,

I mean just…I tell the guys….we got it good (here). 

A lot of coaches that you (the Hawks players) probably wouldn’t like playing for. I mean, we have got a

good situation with coach Woodson. He definitely deserves an extension.

Perhaps such a statement was wafted in Josh Smith’s direction, the player with the unlimited potential but

previously ongoing differences with Woodson.
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Regarding those differences, I asked Josh point blank – Are they as bad as some have written or over

blown?

Josh…

Overblown.

J-Smoove’s recommendation for a Woodson extension would back that up that statement. 

(Back To Mike Bibby)… So then you’re kind of good for Woodson in the locker room. Kind of an

extension….

Yeah, like I mean…when I’m out there and I see something on the court, I’ll give my input, and he lets

me go with it. He lets me go out in there in the game…for him to have that much confidence in me…for

him to let me do that, that gives people confidence to play.

High praise, indeed. In truth, after friction with Ron Artest with a going-nowhere Sacramento team, Bibby's

career has been resurrected in Atlanta. 

Welcome to the ultra competitive NBA, an Atlanta team known for it’s frugality, an ownership group that has

its own issues, a weak residual economy, an yet-to-determined new Collective Bargaining Agreement in the

early stages of negotiations and it helps explain the situation. Are those the reasons why Woodson is

coaching this crucial season without a net?

Or is it really as simple as something like… the team’s brain trust is unsure that Mike Woodson is the guy

that can take this team to the next level? 

They have only had five years of work to make that determination.

Six year Hornets’ coach, Byron Scott, was fired for a 3-6 record following a poor playoff showing the year

before.

Seven year Nets’ coach, Lawrence Frank, was fired for working the Nets plan and far harder than his

players did.

Mike Woodson’s done everything that has been asked of him for 5 straight years, yet had to survive one

reported attempted firing from a GM (Billy Knight) who quit afterwards, and is being scrutinized by that GM’s

replacement, Mr. Rick Sund.

To be fair, Sund believed enough to give Woodson a ‘show me more’ two year extension that ends at the

end of this season. 

It sounds like Woodson is a survivor. But he’s really been far more that. He’s been downright successful -

anyway you want you to measure it. So the delay and non-negotiations until this year is finished are, on the

surface, simply puzzling. 

The thought occurred to me that if the Hawks didn’t continue to move forward this season, Mike Woodson

could be on thin ice himself. They are, and he isn’t….or he could be…still.

I can’t remember when I have ever seen a situation like this.

Ex or Ex?

Is Mike Woodson headed for an ex-tension or the title – ex-coach? It will either be one of the league’s most

astonishing ‘lack of management support’ moves and the title ex-coach…or vindication with a capital V and

a big X as in contract extension? 

No one knows until the season ends. 

At least Mike Woodson doesn’t know. All negotiations are stopped until the season ends.

For anyone who follows the Celtics, this sounds somewhat familiar. Doc Rivers was forced to work the

same way in his last contract year. All he had to do to guarantee a return was win the NBA title in 2008.

What will be the defining parameters for rewarding Mike Woodson’s hard work over 6 years developing a

young core of lottery picks, one established star, and flotsam and jetsam along the way?

As with Doc Rivers, there are murmurings by some in the Hawk fan base that Woodson just isn’t that good
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of a coach. The offense is not very complicated, nor team oriented. Lots of player ‘isos’ followed by Joe

Johnson Time.

Yet, through ownership turmoil and a change of general managers, the Atlanta Hawks have improved 5

straight years. Navigating that rise is head coach Mike Woodson.

Is there any truth to Woodson not being a good tactician?

Joe Smith…

So far this year, (it’s) been so good. Every night different teams are going to present us something

different. I think he does a good job of watching enough film, him and his staff do a good job of

watching that film and trying to put us in the best situation to be successful out there.

Might there even be a bit of similarity between Woodson and Rivers in the people skills department?

Joe Smith…

I haven’t played for Doc, but outside looking in, I can see the resemblance. And if I never played for

Coach Woodson, I’d have never known that. So I really can’t speak on both sides but I know he brings

a lot of light to our locker room.

Like the stock market, Mike’s team’s annual jumps have climbed a ‘wall of worry’. Or maybe it is a ‘wall of

expectations’. From the youngest team in the league to a second round playoff team last season, they have

moved forward every…single….year. But, just like the Cavaliers, and just like the Magic before them, they

are not without their doubters.

Keeping score? It goes like this.... 13, 26, 30, 37, and 47 wins. This season, the beat goes on as the Hawks

are currently 14-6 and two games off the EC lead to the Orlando Magic.

Yet, unbelievably, the man is coaching without knowing if he will even be back next season. Instead of a

cushy long term extension, there is not even an unspoken agreement about coming back next season. He

hasn’t been given a bench mark the team must meet to see the return of the man who coached the team

back to respectability and a bona fide playoff contender.

But GM Rick Sund gives an indication of what would be expected in an interview with Mark Bradley of the

Atlanta Journal Courier….

Now we’ve got to go from good to great, and that’s the really hard part in the NBA – going from good to

great.

And that appears to be the outstanding and unanswered question: Can Mike Woodson takes this team to

the rarified air of title contender?

For the first time in recent memory, the frugal Hawks have spent a few extra dollars for a real bench. They

re-signed their capable back up center Zaza Pachulia when many thought he would go elsewhere. They

added Joe Smith. They added Jamal Crawford. That makes for a solid player rotation and that is all you

can expect from any team.

They are in no one’s conversations for title contender. That was the way it was with last season’s Orlando

Magic. Are this year’s Hawks, last season’s Magic?

It is really up to those players who gave Woodson such a ringing endorsement to play up to their potential.

They alone can save Woodson’s job. They have a solid eight man rotation. They are still $4 million below

the penalty ($66 mil.). Their three top competitors in the east have all spent at least $14 million (plus

penalty taxes) more. I’m not saying that money alone should determine the success of a team.

If the Hawks fail to advance to the Eastern Conference Title game, will Woodson be dumped for failing to

meet expectations? What should be the determining factor for re-signing Mike Woodson? 

By most reasonable expectations, it seems he should have gotten a new contract by now. Woodson's

coaching with an EX upon his back. Ex-tension or....ex-coach? We won't know until this summer.
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Comments

fantastic read. thanks.

by hawksdawgs on Dec 7, 2009 12:40 PM EST reply 

management can blame the coach

but this team is not going any higher than #4 in the east unless they get some more good players

by hpantazo on Dec 7, 2009 1:15 PM EST reply 

That's where you're wrong.

I would never suggest the current Hawks team has what it takes to win a title—there’s no way they are

as good as the Lakers or the Magic—but the number one candidate to be overtaken in the East is your

very own Boston Celtics. I say this not from the point of view of a rival fan, but purely from the reality of

the numbers, most specifically, age and depth. You guys signed yet another past-his-prime vet while

continuing that Perkins and Rondo remain second-tier bit players. You lost four games more and a

round earlier in the playoffs this past year; how much more decline, especially at the end of the year

when the oldies start breaking down, can we expect from the C’s?

The Hawks, on the other hand, are clearly still improving and their ceiling is much harder to predict.

How many games are gained by improved depth resulting in fresher legs at the end of the year? How

many games are gained by the clear off-season offensive improvement of Smith and Horford? In the

Hawks’ case, they countered Bibby’s increased age by adding Crawford. Who have the C’s brought in

to take the mantle when the big 3/4 break down?

You can predict that the Celtics get to about 55-58 wins this year with the increased age-precipice

amongst their primary players. You’re saying the Hawks can’t match that? Their pace so far suggests

there will be a race. And the Celtics will stumble to the gate after a fast start, just like last year.

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 2:50 PM EST up reply 

the Celtics ONLY lost four more games and left the playoffs

without Garnett for a third of the season. you remember him, right? one of the greatest PFs of all

time, the heart of our history-making defense, and an offensive juggernaut? your reasoning makes

no sense. also, even without garnett, we took the Magic to seven games. what happened to you

guys? oh yeah, it took you seven games to beat a team with one player (Wade), and then got

SWEPT by the Lebrons. Congrats.

and what will the hawks have next year when Joe Johnson, your best player, leaves for free

agency? if he was happy with the hawks, he would have signed an extension. but he didn’t and the

hawks will once again be a step behind.

by KY Celts fan on Dec 7, 2009 3:37 PM EST up reply 

Oh, did Garnett get hurt?

You did read my post, right? My reasoning makes no sense? You’re illustrating my point, my

friend.

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 6:09 PM EST up reply 

Garnett's injury was not age-related

How old is Joe Smith again?

by mmmmm on Dec 8, 2009 9:24 AM EST up reply 

How many minutes does Joe Smith play?

by rbubp on Dec 8, 2009 9:33 AM EST up reply 

“Garnett’s injury was not age-related”

Read More: Boston Celtics, Atlanta Hawks
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  0 recs

  0 recs
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They never are! Keep telling yourself that.

by rbubp on Dec 8, 2009 9:35 AM EST up reply 

I had essentially the same injury at 25.

Had the surgery. Leg was weak as a kitten from being in a cast. ’Took about a full year

to get back to full strength. That knee has not bothered me since – over 2 decades

later. (Unfortunately, other parts of me are creaking and groaning …)

This particular injury was caused by trauma, not by age-related degradation of

muscle/tendon/bone. Trauma can happen at any age.

You tried to portray KG’s injury last spring as a symptom of age. It was not.

by mmmmm on Dec 8, 2009 12:55 PM EST up reply 

Furthermore...

Next year??? NEXT year? We talkin’ bout NEXT year.

NEXT year???

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 6:11 PM EST up reply 

Way off

Yeah, Garnett getting hurt proves your point? You state matter of factly as evidence of the C’s

decline that they won 4 less games, and left a round earlier, but failed to mention they did it with

less than a full team. It is not a certainty that an injury of this magnitude will happen again this year,

but if it did, and the C’s won 62 again it would be a big accomplishment. When was the last time the

Hawks won 62? Do that once, then talk to us about how that is a sign of decline.

by KJ33 on Dec 7, 2009 7:21 PM EST up reply 

Do you understand that older players berak down?

THAT is the point. THAT is why the Celtics are in decline. You can deny, deny, deny, but the

birth certificates don’t lie.

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 8:55 PM EST up reply 

And the other point is that rather than act accordingly

with the injuries/old vets/declining skills issue, your knucklehead management went and got

YET ANOTHER old fart.

Look at your defensive stats from two years ago to now. Look at the hot start all of the last

three years and the fade down the stretch last year. You think none of your grandpas are

going to get hurt or tired out, man? If not you’re as far in the clouds as your GM.

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 8:59 PM EST up reply 

Yeah, I think Woodson deserves another contract. I didn’t like his work in Atlanta over the first few years

but things have come full circle and over the last year and a half Mike Woodson has done a good-to-very

good job. Surprisingly so.

It’s difficult to see the Hawks being much better than they currently are with a different Head Coach.

by Who on Dec 7, 2009 2:24 PM EST reply 

I think Hawks management is a bit tentative because of what happened at UGA with Felton. I

think they intended to fire him, but then the Dawgs had that stunning run in the 2008 SEC

tournament. They kept him on, things went back to bad and Coach Felton was canned mid-

season, essentially wasting a season. Hawks are going to be extra cautious with Woodson, since

I think a lot of locals still aren’t convinced.

by Thruthelookingglass on Dec 7, 2009 11:24 PM EST up reply 
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This situation really highlights the overblown credit/blame given to coaches. Yeah, when Altanta had

terrible players, Woodson looked bad. Now they have good players after years in the lottery, and he

looks good.

The easiest thing a GM can do to deflect criticism for his mistakes is to blame and fire the coach.

Hey, what if the Hawks had taken Chris Paul instead of Marvin Williams? Would that make Woodson

a better coach? Because the team sure would be better.

by Fan from VT on Dec 7, 2009 3:29 PM EST reply 

Bibby

I feel the Hawks need to concentrate on getting a younger pg in the next few season if they want to win it

all…as constructed, they are just an exciting team to watch with promise.Joe Johnson needs another

superstar player,possibly two around him to reach the top.Josh Smith and Al Hordford have matured some

but i just don’t feel they will be enough to take them to the championship.

by house_call on Dec 7, 2009 3:36 PM EST reply 

Why is the Hawks coaching situation of interest to us??

I mean, outside of Atlanta, who cares here in C-land?

by jdn on Dec 7, 2009 4:29 PM EST reply 

The thought here is...

If you’re a fan of the NBA, you have some interest in what is happening around the league.

Coaches, players, etc.

by tenaciousT on Dec 7, 2009 4:57 PM EST reply 

Because it was already fairly long, I didn't use this in the article but....

Here are some additional thoughts from Doc Rivers…..

Well, he’s a helluva of a coach. I think he’s proven that. I think it’s amazing when he didn’t have it (inaudible) just like I
was here. Then you get some players and he proved he can actually work with players. So he’s done a fantastic job

there.

In some ways… with interchangeable parts…sometimes it will make it tougher. Joe Johnson will play the one, two

and the three. Josh Smith’s a four and three, you know. Horford’s a four and a five. They’ve got a lot of type of players
and sometimes when they’re young, that’s difficult to get them to come together.

I think what he’s done as well as anyone with that young group, some of those young guys, he’s gotten them to ‘buy

in’.

What goes into doing that well?

Selling every day. Because it’s just as difficult a thing as anything in our league, when you have more than one or two

or three young guys, to get them to buy into their roles, because they’re more interested, for the most part, in starring
instead of roles. They want to show you what their role is, rather than you telling them what it is.

So I don’t think that process to sell ever stops. You’ve got to convince them that that’s their road to success

With his success, is it a disappointment that he is going without a new contract?

 

Yeah, it is. With Byron Scott coach of the year a year ago, he’s no longer a coach in the NBA, so that’s just the way it

is, unfortunately.

by tenaciousT on Dec 7, 2009 5:02 PM EST reply 

I think he should get a hair extension.

by thereallargejames on Dec 7, 2009 5:09 PM EST reply 

lol

I just got that…a day later.
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good ex-ample of ex-cellent comedic ex-tension

by tenaciousT on Dec 8, 2009 10:39 AM EST up reply 

Can the Hawks beat Orlando, Cleveland or Boston in round 2? I don’t think so.

by RebusRankin on Dec 7, 2009 7:32 PM EST reply 

mark my words:

The Boston Celtics have ZERO chance of winning anything this year. About the same as the Hawks.

And if Boston and Atlanta meet in a playoff series and both teams are healthy, Yes, the Hawks will win.

Not saying the Hawks will beat the other two—they won’t. But the Celtics are the low-hanging and

overripe fruit, my friends, and everyone other than you can see that.

You guys are just too creaky. It’s painfully obvious. Ask the Bulls, why don’t you?

by rbubp on Dec 7, 2009 9:11 PM EST up reply 

I noticed you never responded to my statements about Joe Johnson

Is that because you know that Johnson will be leaving the Hawks next year, making your team

irrelevant once again? and by your own admission, the Hawks have no chance of winning this year.

therefore, the Hawks have no business in the basketball for probably another decade or so. you’ve

peaked. we may have peaked, but at least we peaked with a championship. you all peaked with a

sweep in the 2nd round. enjoy mediocrity.

and the Bulls? We beat the Bulls! or were you not paying attention?

by KY Celts fan on Dec 8, 2009 1:05 AM EST up reply 

Sure I did.

You just didn’t get the joke.

by rbubp on Dec 8, 2009 9:35 AM EST up reply 

rbubp

Hey rbubp, go bust aggets on some other team blog. Celtics are BEASTS. 

We’re 16-4 and we got all our starters including KG. 

30-35 is not too old to play in the NBA at top level. 

you’re a hater dude. Get a life.

by Snowball on Dec 8, 2009 12:37 AM EST reply 

Fair point.

I’m really not a hater of anything other than homerism. You’ll note I was honest about teh Hawks’

status; I don’t hate the Celtics (anymore—I did in the 80s), but you all are from Kentucky, or not paying

attention, or not honest with yourselves, or whatever, if you think the C’s have a legit shot this year.

Just sayin,’ and I’ll leave y’all to your chat. Sorry to be a pest.

by rbubp on Dec 8, 2009 9:38 AM EST up reply 

30-35?

Chronological age isn’t the issue. Basketball age is.

KG’s age doesn’t matter, his minutes do.

by axhfan on Dec 8, 2009 10:54 AM EST up reply 
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